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CFA president updates SJSU faculty
By Pamela Cornelison
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Patrick Nichelson, state president of the California Faculty
Association, spoke to SJSU faculty members Wednesday evening
in the University Room on the
status of negotiations with CSU
management.
According to Nichelson, the
key items in negotiations are

MSAs (Merit Salary Adjustments), which represent step
increases of an approximate total
of 10 percent compensation, and
a 5 percent across-the-board
salary increase.
For the sake of the university
and because each side has
resources the other needs, management and union representatives now seem to be working

more cooperatively toward some
common goals. This was not
always the case.
"In the old days, every year
they used to say ’this is the worst
(budget) yet’," Nichelson said. "I
got vapor lock just thinking
about it.
"Then every year, some time
in July, there would be this truck
that would pull up to campus,

the door would open, and
money would pour into the campus."
Because of that cycle, he said,
people got into the mood that
nothing ever changes in the CSU
system and somehow money
always came through. All that
changed early in the 1991-92
school year.
"Literally a few weeks after we

ratified that year’s contract, it down the road there will be an
happened," Nichelson said. ’The additional 500,000 students
truck didn’t arrive. As a matter of enrolled in the CSU system.
fact, another kind of truck came
Although Chancellor Barry
and sucked up what was left."
Munitz supports reducing the
In 1993, the system has nearly teaching load, Nichelson said
$300 million fewer dollars to legislators like Assemblyman
budget and 5,000 fewer full-time- John Vasconcellos, D-San Jose
equivalent faculty (not individu- and Sen. Al Alquist, D-San Jose,
als) than it did in the pre-recession year. Seven to eight years
See FACULTY. page 4

Second Harvest assists holiday needy
SJSU sorority works to help local food drive
By Erika D. Schuman
Spartan Grady ffeall %Amer

With Thanksgiving over
and Christmas on the way,
food shelters are gearing
up for a busy month; and
student volunteers and
donations are much welcorned.
The Second Harvest
Food Bank of Santa Clara
and San Mateo Counties is
doing well so far this year,
according to Steve Mangold, communications and
annual giving manager.
"It’s hard to tell right
now how well we’re
doing," he said.
"We have to wait a coupie of weeks to see how it
is going because the main
efforts of the food drive
are just beginning; hut
turkey donations were on
par with last year’s Thanks-
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Peg Prior chooses food for Our Daily Bread charity from the Second Harvest Food
Bank She takes mostly bulky food items to feed 250 people 3 times a week.

The Second Harvest
Food Bank is a clearing
house for donated food.
The house collects, organizes and distributes food
to
emergency
food
pantries, soup kitchens,
food shelters and other
agencies that provide food
to the unemployed, working poor, disabled and
homeless.

"We distribute the food
though 374 charities in
both counties," Mangold
said.
Last year they collected
2.4 million pounds of food
from food drives alone,
and 15 million pounds all
together.
"We run the largest
canned food drive in the
nation by far," Mangold
said.
According to Chef
Cathy Pickart, president of
the board of Martha’s
Kitchen and volunteer
the food bank seems to be
in about the same shape as
it was last year at this time.
"We are very fortunate,"
she said.
"Some SJSU students
come in to help us during
the evenings and we love
them."
Loaves and Fishes,
another downtown food
shelter, is doing well; they
fed close to 700 people
with two dinners this
Thanksgiving.
’We had a really good
Thanksgiving," Assistant
Director Ann Thompson
said.
’We were able to share
turkeys with other agencies."

She also said they have
fraternities and sororities
coming in to donate food.
"Thanksgiving was good
for turkeys; but cash donations are down from
last year," said Karen
Thompson, assistant to the
director of Sacred Heart
Community Service.
Sacred Heart does four
mailings a year in July,
November, December and
one in the spring.
Donations for November were down almost 10
percent
from
last
year according to Thompson.
Kappa Delta is one
sorority working to help
feed people who do not
have enough to eat.
"We did a collection
through the Panhellenic
sororities for underpriyileged families who are
beginning new homes,"
said graduating senior
Becky Ross, president of
Kappa Delta.
Kappa Delta had an initiation for the Honor Society on Thursday through
the Order of Omega:
women and men from
organizations
Greek
brought canned food to
the event.

Pay raise
discussed
for staff
By Bill Drobluewici
Sarian Dada Stall Wnter

SJSU support staff and faculty
are negotiating a raise that could
go into effect next year.
The support staff duties include
office work, scheduling meetings,
processing
applications
and
answering students’ questions, said
Emily Lee Kelley, director of
human resources.
"I think support staff is a weak
word to use and I believe in many
cases, they (support staff) have
direct contact with the students
and have many responsibilities of
their own. They are technically
trained in their areas of expertise,
Kelley said. "One could say that
everyone who works for the university is support staff in some way."
The last rime the support St
got a raise was inianuary 1991, said
Colleen-Bentley Adler, spokeswoman for the chancellor’s office.
The support staff budget is
divided into two categories, according to Rose Lee, director of budget
and analysis. The first group is nonfaculty and the second group is faculty.
The non-faculty category consists of staff members such as librarians, counselors and receptionists.
The faculty category includes professors and instructors.
Lee said the current budget for
the SJSU 1993-94 academic year is
See BUDGET. page 4

Demolition planned for landmark
By Kyle Preston Register

southbound turning lane and a westbound passing lane.
Alan Freeman, the director of
The notice in the Mercury News
wasn’t much of an obituary: "San Jose space management and facilities planState University will receive sealed fling, said the church is scheduled to
proposals... for asbestos abatement be demolished in January.
The History
and demolition of building ’A’."
Peggy Detter, a former student of
"Building A" is a small, white, stucco church located on the corner of SJSU who started school here the
10th and San Fernando streets. It is same year the Mormon church was
surrounded by concrete and has two built in 1953, remembers it being
skinny pine trees sitting in planter much nicer.
"It really stood out then," Detter
boxes on the steps leading up to the
said. "It had grass and flowers surfront door.
Those two trees might be the only rounding it. It wasn’t such an eyesore
ones to mourn when the church is then." She said the church isn t very
nice now and that she feared it might
demolished in January.
The church is coming down as attract vagrants when not in use.
The groundbreaking ceremonies
part of the closure of San Carlos
Street. To alleviate the traffic prob- for the church were held on August
lems created by the closure, the city 31, 1952. In attendance was newly
and the university have plans of appointed university president Dr.
widening San Fernando Street John T Wahlquist.
Dr. Wahlquist, the namesake of the
between Ninth and 10th streets. This
will create room for an additional library, science and admission § and
Spartan Daily Staff IA’riter

records buildings here on campus,
spoke of the need and advantage of
an Institute of Religion for college
students.
According to Detter, there was a
rumor of scandal involved in its construction. Even though the church
was not on school property, some
people felt Wahlquist had a hand in
Its construction nearby.
"Some people said the church got
built because Dr. Wahlquist was a
Mormon," she said. "The college
always had its eye on it, though."
The church changed hands many
times over the years. Most recently it
belonged to a group called the
Church of Philadelphia.
It was also used briefly as a Sikh
temple
In 1989, the university, after many
years of sidelong glances, discovered
the church was going to be sold. The

Broadcast students
update campus news

if

See CHURCH. page 3

Campuses come together to celebrate holiday
By Amos Fabian

starting at 4 p.m.
The program’s campus coordinaJewish students from more than tor said she hopes to gather students
from a variety of Jewish back100 campuses around the
grounds around her Shabbat
nation will come together
dinner table. Religious and
today to celebrate their hernon-religious Jews will be able
itage.
to expenence Shabbat togeth’Shabbat
Leumit",
er, she said.
Hebrew for "Nationwide
Kokin plans to generate a
Shabbat," is meant to
diversity
discussion about Jewish identiexplain and explore Shabbat
ty and responsibility.
and other Jewish traditions,
"It’s about bringing together Jewsaid the program’s regional cciordinator Bob Rich, a grad student at UC ish students, giving them a sense of
who we ate," Kokin said.
Berkeley.
Shabbat Leumit "is an event to
Ester Riva Kokin, president of
SJSU’s Jewish Campus Outreach, will unite the Jewish people ... in celebrahost the local event at her house, tion of a shared history, culture and

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

purpose," she said.
While programs vary from campus
to campus, Rich said, the theme
stems from the Biblical concept "I.o
B’Shamayim Hee," translated as "it is
not in the Heavens."
"It is not for others to keep us Jewish," he said.
"It is our responsibility to form and
understand our identities asiews."
Berkeley students are expecting a
turnout of 120 people.
They plan to greet the Shabbat
with candle lighting and songs, Rich
said.
SJSU students wishing to participate can call Kokin for directions at
263-3246.
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Chris Hane, right, listens to Rebekah Salgado’s tape that she is editing for Update News

By Kevin Moore
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

The small newsroom is tilled with
people, moving, talking, joking. Each is
well-manicured to appease the unforgiving and critical eye of the television
camera. The walls are lined with battered-looking IBM 286 iomputers, and
studio lights flash about the room as
cameras are focused on various
reporters.
This is Update News. SJSU’s television ricws show. thy studci its ss ho
report, edit and produce the weekly

show are enrolled in the Journalism
165 class, which is tht apstone course
for television journalistli
The students of this class can be
seen lugging their equipment about
campus on baggage carts and filming
news segments.
The show airs live through SJSU’s
closed circuit system at 2:30 on Friday
afternoons, and then rebroadcast on
KTEH Channel 54 at 6:30 am. on Sunday mornings. The tape is not edited
after it is shot on Fridas
See UPDATE. paVt’ 3
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Fairy tales
portray women
in negative light

No point in denying
the Holocaust happened
( el i LIN N hOlarS have been going throligh
World War II archives in search of docunents yerifing the existance of the Holo-

lallSt.
One of the reasons for "verifying" one
of the largest tnigedies in history is a Los Angeles.
basedgroup called the Committee for Open
Debate on the Holocaust. The group contends
the Holocaust did not exist.
To argue with this group would be an insult to
over 6 million Jews, gypsies and homosexuals
who were systematically killed in the
Nazi’s genocide. It would be an injustice
to the surviving victims and their families.
Arguing with them says they have a point
of view worth the time and effort for debate; they
do not.
Scholars all over the world should stop searching through the archives if they are doing
it to prove this group wrong. No matter how noble
their cause, any evidence they uncover will
fall on deaf ears.
Groups like this do not exist for intellectual
debate. They exist to spread hate. They
do not want to correct history, they want to rewrite
it.
They will quote p2ssage and talk about one racebeing superior to another.
Turn around and walk away.
Do not write letters. Do not protest. Simply
ignore them. Anything elese is a waste of time.

Forum Page Policies
SPARTAN DAILY provides a daily Forum to
The
promote a "marketplace of ideas." Contributions are encouraged from students,
staff, faculty and others interested in the university.
Any letter or column for the forum page must be
turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box in the newsroom, Dwight Bente! Hall 209, or to the information booth in the Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed to the Forum Editor,
THE SPARTAN DAILY, School ofJournalism and Mass
Communications, SJSU, One Washington Square,
San Jose, CA 95192.
Articles may be faxed to (408) 924-3282.
Articles and Wen MUST contain the author’s name,
address, daytime phone number, signature and major
Names may be withheld upon request.
Contributions must be typed or submitted on a
3.5 inch computer disk using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always bring a printout of your submission.

ARTISTS NEEDED
The SPARTAN DAILY is looking for artists for
the Forum page.
Please submit five political cartoons with your
name and phone number to the newsroom,
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209.
Artists must have good drawing skills, keep
up with current events and have strong positions on issues.
Deadline is Dec. 6. Drawings will be reviewed
by the editors and current artists. Artists will be
notified by phone.

MIKE

OKAY SPECIAL TO THE DAILY

The world is spinning out of control
has come to my attenIttion that the world is spinning out of control.
"Why now?" you ask. "Hasn’t
it always been this way?"
Well, yes. It’s just that so
many cultural icons have been
bashed lately. Not that I care. I
don’t. Enough about Michael
Jackson. But I do want to comment on Bartley, that ever-lovable dinosaur.

’Barney is teaching
kids that we must
accept everyone as
they are
whether they’re
homosexuals or
lesbians.’
Just last week in the news,
Barney was criticized as a "new
age demon" by the Rev. Joseph
Chambers on his radio show in
Charlotte, NC.
"Barney is teaching kids that
we must accept everyone as they
are whether theyre homosexuals or lesbians, quoth the
reverend in a "Mercury News"
blurb.
Howard Stern would be
proud of this man; there’s

always that chance if Chambers
becomes a guest on his talk
show, causing more media backlash than ever before. Nowadays, when tabloid is king and
sells, sells, sells, we wonder if we
should be taking the media seriously.
There are other reasons the
world is spinning out of control.
Like Ms. Benson’s column, this
is my last one too. No more
nascent motion for you. And if
you ever wondered what the
word meant, I explained it in
my first column. But I’ll explain
it again, constant reader.

’I tried to make
you think about
things you
wouldn’t normally
think about.’
The term derives from film
in which an image on the
screen stops. It’s really effective
when we see someone in a middle of a angry tirade. This time
lapse can be from anywhere
from 30 seconds on. When the
action stops, we get to see his or
her anger in all its glory; emotion freeze-framed in time. You
get the feel the character’s
intensity, living vicariously

KEVIN
TURNER

NASCENT MOnON
through the person’s dilemma
The second part of nascent
motion returns you the world of
action. In my columns. I tried to
make you think about things
you wouldn’t normally think
about. When you finish reading,
you return to the stressful world
of a college student.
Believe me when I say finals
are coming soon, to a classroom
near you. For people who are
graduating this semester, like
myself, this will be the last time
we pick up pencil or pen and
cramp our hands to oblivion.
When I first came to campus,
full-time tuition was about $427
a semester. It’s sounds like a
cliche, but I don’t care: times do
change, and money does seem
to play a big part of it.
So next time you see something unusual in a news report
or in friends in family’s life, take
time to understand what the situation is and ask questions.
Kevin Turner is the Daily
copy chief and a columnist. His
column appears every other Fliday.
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Reports on animals demise exaggerated
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Editor:
I do not know whether you
allow outsiders to write to you;
however, my son is a registered
student and he brought home
the column on hunting from
Nov. 3 by Jennifer Ikuta and the
responding letters from Kimberly Hagen, Thomas Manniello and D. Alexander Levy.
I think that the primary gist
of Ms. Ikuta’s report was
"tongue in cheek" (she does
state that her father, brother
and uncle think that the best
position for a dove is to be on a
plate glazed with teriyaki sauce).
Since I’m married I cannot
take her advice and go to a singles bar. My main quarrel was
not with Ms. Ikuta, but with Ms.
Hagen.
She states "It is estimated that
for every animal that a hunter
kills and recovers at least two
unrecovered animals slowly die
painfully of blood loss, infection
or starvation."
I defy her to prove this in
anyway, shape or form. There
are absolutely no statistics that
prove this, nor have there ever
been any articles.
I believe that she made this
up to make her letter seem genuine. I will not even comment
on her "large numbers of horses, cows, dogs, cats that are
killed by hunters or wounded."
I have been hunting since I
was eight or nine years old. Neither my uncles, myself or my

sons have ever shot anything
that was wasted. We bring back
all of the birds, animals or fish
that we go after and make sure
these are not wasted items.
Ms. Hagen states that the
wolves and others take only the
weak or old members of the
group. While this is partially
true, I have seen prime and fit
animals taken both by wolves
and by cougars.
On another note, I don’t
believe your editorial staff can
find reference of one animal
that was ever saved by the Sierra
Club, Green Peace or the like.
However, hunters and hunter
groups have donated lots of
money to preserve wet lands
and increase populations for
hunting.
In the 1990s the White Tail
deer were less than 500,000. In
1992, there are 27 million. In
1907 there were only 41,000
Rocky Mountain and Roosevelt
elks. In 1990, there are 740,000.
In the 1890s the wild turkey was
nearly extinct.
In 1991, there are over four
million healthy growing populations in 49 states. In 1910 there
were less than 5,000 Prong
Horn antelopes and in 1990
there are more than 1,000,000.
The Canadian geese in the
1940s numbered II million and
in 199025 million. In 1920, the
Wood Duck was nearly extinct,
and in 1990 it was the most
common of the breeding water

foul in the eastern United
States. All game animals have
increased in numbers due to
the conservation effort of sport
hunters.
All of the above statistics can
be verified by C.I.T.E.S. This is
the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species
of which the United States is
part of.
Ms. Ikuta and Ms. Hagen, let
someone else do the killing of
chickens, beef and sheep for
you.
If Ms. Ikuta and Ms. Hagen
are strict vegetarians and do not
wear any leather products or
even wear cotton products (pesticides contaminate the water
source for many fish and wild
life) then maybe they have a reason to have the opinions that
they express.
One caveat to Thomas Manniello, their meat is delicious,
but it must be well cooked, as
trichinosis is almost 100 percent
in our black bear population.
I am a big game hunter that
has hunted in Africa eight times
and on every major continent. I
am also on the board of directors of Safari Club International.

Roberti Costarella, M.D.,
FAGS., FIGS.
Arcadia, CA

York Times Magazine" of Nov.
The "New
21 had an article on the latest Walt Dis
ney movies. It stated that the last four
movies had one thing in common: none of the
heroines had a mother.
It became irresistible to look for a reason to
explain this, so I came up with a list:
mom was washing the dishes and didn’t
have time to show up for the movie.
she got bored of the family and left them.
she died during childbirth.
she was cooking.
she is not important enough to be part of
the movie.
she already did her job by having the kid so
she doesn’t need to show up for the movie.
Then, I realized that when mothers are
depicted in fairy tales they are usually wicked.
Look at Snow White’s and Cinderella’s stepmothers or the suspicious mother-queen of
"The Princess and the Pea," the witch in
"Hanzel and Grew!" and the careless mother in
"Little Red Riding Hood."
Having enjoyed these tales in my childhood
I have a hard time re-reading them as an adult
and finding stereotypes which are far from flattering, especially for a woman.
Why is it the only women portrayed in a poshive light are young, pretty, single and dying to
be saved by a man?
Story tellers forgot to mention in some
instances the queen is the reigning monarch
and her husband is only needed for procreation.
They also forgot that while many men were
in far away places fighting, women were taking
care of the household in every aspect of it. This
includes whole city-states.
Where are the stories showing these women?

’Why is it that the only women
portrayed in a positive light
are young, pretty, single and
dying to be saved by a man?’
When most of these stories were created
women were seen as inferior beings. This is no
longer the case. Why, then, aren’t there stories
and tales showing a more balanced society?
We are only maintaining the belief that older
women in fairy tales’ context this means
women in their late thirties are either irrelevant, unimportant or a threat.
What can’t be understood or accepted is usually destroyed. Maybe, that’s why so many
women were burnt as witches during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance.
One of the problems may be these fairy tales
are old, outdated and probably written by men.
And yes, one of the solutions may be to
encourage women to write stories for their children. Stories where mothers and fathers are in
the picture and their opinions count 50 percent
each.
Just for fairness, I’m sure men could write
wonderful, balanced, non-stereotypical stories
Carolina Moroder is a Daily staff writer.

Letter to the Editor

Marijuana article
inaccurate
Editor:
I found the article "Examining the highs and
lows of Marijuana" to be uninformative and
pointless because it did not address the highs
and lows of marijuana. It merely portrayed marijuana as an addictive drug, when it is not.
In the article marijuana was lumped into the
same category as heroin, alcohol, cocaine,
methamphetamine, and PCP. There are many
differences between marijuana and these drugs.
The most important being marijuana is unaltered, and is used in its natural state.
The article also states 85 percent of all campus crime is committed by someone under the
Influence of drugs or alcohol. How much of
that 85 percent can actually be attributed to
marijuana use? The article also states there is a
strong connection between violence and substance abuse. Marijuana does not provoke or
instigate violence but rather puts a person in a
state of enlightenment.
If more research had been done by the journalist, perhaps a clearer understanding of marijuana would have been established. She did not
mention marijuana is a plant that grows naturally. It has many beneficiary uses ranging from
helping AIDS patients gain an appetite to making products such as fabric and paper.
Cody M. Smith
senior, industrial design
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The San Jose State calendar

TODAY
CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP:
Farewell Meeting, 2:30 p.m.
Guadalupe Room, Student
Union, call Wingfield Liu 2526876
COLLEGE OF APPLIED SCIENCES
AND ARTS: meeting with candidates for the position of Dean of
College, 12 p.m. Business 309,
call (408) 924-2400
THE HUMAN PERFORMANCE DEPT:
Aerobicthon. 4-6 p.m., SPX-C
room 44B, call Carol Sullivan
924-3022
IEEE Cum: "Marketing Yourself
as an EE" & Elections 12:30
p.m. Engineering 339, call Craig
274-8187
LATTER DAY SAINTS STUDENT
AssociATioN (LDSSA): Friday
Forum: Daniel Jue’s mission to
Korea 12:30 p.m., LDSSA student center, call 286-3313
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
"Jumma’a Prayer," 1-1:30p.m.,
Costonoan Room, Student Union
SJSU THEATRE: "The Love Talk-

er," 12:30 p.m. and 8:00 p.m.
Free Admissions Hugh Gillis Hall
226, call Box Office 924-4555
URBAN PLANNING COALITION:
Sustainable Communities Workshop, 7:30 a.m.-600 p.m., Student Union Ballroom, call Dept.
of Planning 924-5882

SATURDAY
DANCE PROGRAM OF THE THEATRE ARTS DEPARTMENT: Images
of Dance, 8:00 p.m. Dance Studio Theatre (SPX 219, 5th & San
Carlos), call Erika Faust 9245041
SJSU THEATRE: "The Love Talker," 8:00 p.m. Free Admission
Hugh Gillis Hall 226, call Box
Office 924-4555

SUNDAY
BEETHOVEN CENTER: Second
Annual Benefit Concert with
Joseph Frank, 4:00 p.m. SJSU
Concert Hall, call Beethoven
Center 924-4590
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L.A. policewarn

locals
about attacks
on children
LOS ANGELES (AP) An
11-year-old girl fought off a man,
prompting police to warn San
Fernando Valley residents that a
child molester believed responsible for up to 26 attacks still is in
the area.
The girl told police the man
grabbed her as she walked to
school on Wednesday, but she
was able to break free.
There were no arrests, Lt.
John Dunkin said Thursday.
Cmdr. David Gascon said the
incident shows the serial molester still is active and in the area.
"We do need to caution people to be aware the suspect is still
out there and today indicated he
is still active," Gascon said
Wednesday.
The girl was on her way to
Van Nuys Elementary School
shortly before 8 am. when she
turned back to retrieve something she had left at her home,
Gascon said.
A man matching the description of the serial molester followed her several blocks to her
home.
"She ran into the house,
retrieved the item and came
back out" after first looking out
a window to make sure the man
was gone, Gascon said.
A few doors away, the man
reappeared, tried to start a conversation with her and then
grabbed her.
She fought to get free and
was grabbed again before managing to break loose, Gascon
said.
The attack was the first
reported since Nov. 11, when a
21 -year-old babysitter and a 14year-old girl waiting for a bus
were attacked.

Update News is closed-captioned for the hearing impaired.
The process for the class is a little more complicated than it is
for most commercial stations
because Update News doesn’t
have the same resources.
Closed-captioning happens
when the written versions of the
news are run through three separate programs in order to format them properly for the television screen. Television screens
are more narrow than computer
screens relative to the type size,
and the text also has to be coded
into a special signal so it is not

Reach the
SJSU market.
ADVERTISE!
(408) 924-3270

rptarg
The A.S. Program Board has begun
entries for their 4th alltlUal F-11111 & Video Festival,
which will air sometime iii April, 1994.
The deadline for submissions is January 31,
1993. Applications are available at the ASPB office
in the Student Union.
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Over 250, 000 Students Have Prepared with KAPLAN for the MCAT*
Who passes the test prep test?

KAPLAN
Ask the others how they compare...

does! TKAPLANI

1.Test-based prep
2. Comprehensive content review
3. Study materials curriculum -matched to the MCAT content outline
4. Over 30 years of MCAT prep experience
5. National Director is an MD
6. Fud-time national research staff
7. Training Library with over 3.600 practice questions and explanations
8. Full-length Virtual Reality MCAT and 3 proctored simulated MCATs
9. Personal tutoring at no additional cost, regardless of class attendance

$775
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10. Detailed analysis of answer choices for released AAMC materials
11. Scholarship assistance available

’In the last 15 years alone
Kaplan has prepped PreMeds for the MCAT since 1958
Most of the Update staff look
forward to working in the field.
Two recent graduates, Lea Rubio
and Linda Vega, are now working for the Cable News Network
(CNN).
When it comes to update
anchors, what you see is what
you get and no more. Those
highly polished upper bodies are
supported by a lower half sporting less formal attire. Anchors
wear shorts, tennis shoes or
whatever makes them comfortable.
"From the waist down, we
don’t care what we look like,"
Houze said.

The Church of Philadelphia,
in a surprise move, filed for
bankruptcy and placed the property up for auction right away.
Representatives for Spartan
Shops picked up the church for
the price of $585,000. The university, in turn, bought the
church from Spartan Shops
when funds were allocated for it
the next year.
The church is currently being
used by the university as a classroom facility, with graphics, lin-

guistics and Spanish classes
being taught inside the chapel
and other rooms. Those classes
will spread out through other
buildings on campus next semester.
The downstairs rooms are littered with old books, desks and
Dictaphone machines.
There are few reminders of a
church except for a stack of
pews crowded in another room.
They’re just the bones of an old
church that few will miss.

H

$695

13. Centers open days, evenings, and weekends. over 60 hours a week

visible without a special decoder.
"Everything is run by the students," said Babette Houze, a
student in the class. The crew
and technical staff are students
too, but from the radio, television and film department
(RIVF).
Cameras are rolling all week,
and stories, written and filmed,
are due at 6 p.m. on Thursdays.
Student Treva Erkson said
that the course was too much
work, and that students enrolled
in it should only take a few units.
"I like the responsibility. I like
the feeling of being in control,"
Erkson said.

sow & ENTER: AINMENT.
MOOR IMOD WWII UAL
140 0.5. 10 $ P.M. EACH DAY

12. Flexible class schedules: easy make-ups

Update
From page 1

Deadline l( H’ submissions for Film
& Video festival al mounced

KAPLAN

CD
CD

CD

1-800-KAP-TEST

Church
From page I
Church of Philadelphia had
placed it on the block for $1.5
million.
The university approached
the board of directors for Spartan Shops Inc., a private company that runs the bookstore and
the dining facilities.
The university asked the
board to purchase the church
for it; with plans to buy the property once funds became available.

Actor says Attorney General and
senator disgrace their offices
NEW YORK (AP) A drive
in Washington to curb violence
on television has thrown fear
into the TV industry reminiscent
of McCarthy-era witch hunting,
actor Michael Moriarty said
Thursday.
Moriarty said his own TV
series, "Law and Order," could
be threatened by the campaign
being led by Sen. Ernest
Hollings and Attorney General
Janet Reno to try to limit violence that children can see on
television.
The actor was joined at a news
conference by Ira Glasser, president of the American Civil Liberties Union, who called
Hollings’ proposals "flatly
unconstitutional."
Hollings has "disgraced the
nation" with a bill that would
have the government define vio-

lence and legislate "safe harbor"
times when violent fare would be
barred from home screens,
Moriarty said.
Reno told Congress she
would endorse legislation if the
industry does not clean up its
act.
Moriarty said that when he
and television executives met privately with Reno in Washington
at the attorney general’s invitation on Nov. IS, Reno browbeat
or ignored anyone who challenged the idea that violence on
TV bred violence in the street.
Hollings was using Reno "like
a six-foot 2-by-4" to wave at the
heads of the television industry,
Moriarty said.
"She s chilling," said the actor,
who portrays a prosecutor on
the NBC series. ’She’s taken a
private agenda and used the

power of the attorney general’s
office all the power she has to
wiretap, to invade privacy, to
harass that should never be
put at the service of policy, only
at the service of law, and should
be conducted with dignity and
the impartiality of the justice system."
He said his television colleagues are afraid to fight.
"They’re terrified, because
they don’t know which way the
American public will go. People
in fear will believe almost anything."
He said drug-driven street violence today is similar to what was
spawned by booze during Prohibition. "Would you have me
believe that Al Capone shot pe(wple because he watched one too
Humphrey
many
Bogart
movie?"
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Faculty: Young Sacramento legislators to change master plan
From page 1
think the faculty work load
ought to increase.
With the passage of Proposition 140 and its implementation
of term limits for legislators, CFA
lobbying was negatively affected.
"Prop 140 really cleans out

the halls in Sacramento," Nichelson said. "A lot of faculty friends
are on their way out, and some
have already left. Senior stalling
in
Sacramento
vanished
overnight, replaced by staff that
look like teen-age!s with little of
the political clout .111 (1 SilVVy of
the C,S1’ system that their prede-
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GUARANTEED LOW FARES
Disc

cessors had."

and we’re fighting for it," Nichel’These are the chief designers son said.
of the new master plan, and
Following the address, faculty
believe me, they’re still mad at members asked Nichelson questheit professors," he said. "Inex- tions, some of which are summaperience is sweeping into the rized here.
town, and it makes some of us
Q: "Last year, the CFA office
long for the more experienced, sent out a letter saying that I
should
be
more
corrupt
delighted that
thing, at least
the contract
through
the
was rolled over.
budget crisis."
’We
think
what
When I said
Nichelson
said the addi- we’re demanding is why should I
when we didn’t
lasttional,
get MSAs, paid
minute funds very affordable,
sabbaticals or
allocated to the and we’re fighting
workload
CSU budget last
for
it.’
reductions, the
summer were a
Patrick Nichelson union
said,
direct result of
Glifonti Faculty Amodation
’Well,
you
CFA’s lobbying
didn’t get fired
wer with legisthis year and
lators in Sacrayou have us to thank.’ We need
mento.
Munitz knew that CFA was stronger CFA statewide leaderable to get the money in the ship in dealing with these issues,
budget, he said.
particular workload, before cam"I said at lunch the chancellor puses are confronted with the
can charm them, but we bribe 500,000 more students coming
them." Nichelson said. ’That’s into the system. With the shrinkkind of a killer combo on a lot of ing CSU budget, the only way
mutual interest subjects."
universities will be able to meet
"We’re in a struggle over a pot that need is through productiviof money designated for com- ty. Addressing a reduced workpensation for all employees. Our load in that political climate
position has been that we want seems totally unrealistic."Steve
both of the missing MSAs Van Beek, political science
A: "Our top priority is preservrestored in January and the 5
percent salary increase.
ing jobs. Right after that is comCFA negotiators will be meet- pensation for newer faculty.
ing again with the chancellor on Until we get a change there,
we’re up against a wall at every
December 16.
"We think what we’re turn. The union can get majoridemanding is very affordable, ties for anything we want in the
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From page 1
about $138 million. The support
staff budget for the same time
period is about $95.3 million,
Lee said.
Why Us?
Unlimited Calling
The non-faculty budget for
’No Hidden Coate
the 1993-94 academic year is
Good Prices Great Service
TOUCH TEL PAGING about $39 million, she said. The
corm" S.J. at WInchislor) (4011) 243-1003
faculty budget for the same year
is about $52 million.
"At the moment, we are
expecting a flat budget from the

eay

state," Lee said, "We expect the
same amount in state appropriations for 1994-95 as we got for
1993-94."
Lee expects the salary raise in
the next budget year, but Chancellor Barry Munitz has final say
in these matters.
Lee said she has no idea what
the possible amount might be
and the chancellor’s office will
announce the amount.

There is no set date for the
announcement, she said.
Bentley-Adler said the faculty
and support staff union, and the
California Faculty Association
(CFA), are negotiating with the
CSU. The raise will probably be
in the 3 to 5 percent range and
could take effect in April 1994.
Bentley-Adler said, the support staff budget for the CSU system is about $1.48 billion.

ed in New Canaan, a Connecticut suburb located 40 miles
northeast of New York City.
Jackson, 35, was believed to
have been undergoing treatment in Europe for what he said
was addiction to painkillers,
Silver Hill is a nationally
known psychiatric hospital that
provides inpatient and outpatient programs for adolescents
and adults, including help for
chemical dependencies.
Hospital spokeswoman Susan
Boujoukos told The Associated
Press it was the hospital’s policy
to neither confirm nor deny the
presence of any patient.
The Hour said guards and
two hospital personnel were stationed outside the hospital’s two
entrances, and that no one was
was allowed to drive into the dri-

veways or even to park on the
back roads near the hospital.
Many famous personalities
have stayed at Silver Hill, including Joan Kennedy, and performers Liza Minelli and Gregg Allman.
Authorities in Los Angeles
have been invest;gatiig allegations Jackson molested a 13-yearold boy. No charges have been
filed.
A lawsuit brought by the teenager against Jackson is scheduled
for trial March 21 in 1,43S Angeles
Superior Court.
Jackson recently canceled his
world tour to seek treatment for
what he said was addiction to
painkillers.
He
said
the
painkillers were prescribed after
recent reconstructive scalp
surgery.

I 2 for 1
! hamburgers ! Newspaper says Michael Jackson at
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A: "I don’t know that it’s so
cozy. He and I don’t go on vacation together, but we’re getting a
lot more out of him than we ever
got out of Ann Reynolds. CFA
believes that the only way to go
for the next few years is to forge
some kind of working relationship for the university. When the
budget went sour a few years
ago, our friends in the legislature
began giving us signals that they
wanted to see us work together
and show what are doing for students."Nichelson
Q: "What is the chancellor giving us in return? We gave up
MSAs, reduced workload, sabraises What did they
baticals,
give up? Judy Reynolds, education
A:"In public employee union
negotiations, the chancellor, the
board members are not the owners. Together, we lobby the "owners", the legislators, for what we
want. But we’re not sitting there
like potted plants. For example,
the presidential pay raises would
have gone through in September if the union had not
opposed them. We won’t get better compensation and better
workloads if we continue in the
adversarial roles we used to play.
Another example is MSAs. We
have been trying for four years to
get the trustees to listen to us.
Now, they’re negotiating with us
on MSAs, partly because they
want us to continue in a cooperative relationship because they
have some fish to fry as well."
Nichelson

Budget

9

11-1 ii. ’4E1i1 ICE AGE\ CI

.408/293-3399

legislature, and we have in the
past. But we can’t get a two-thirds
majority. We need a governor
who supports education, not a
mean-spirited one like the one
we have." Nichelson
Q "As a gay faculty member, I
am concerned that live-in partners be covered in all health
benefits, which is not currently
the case. I can’t help feeling
anger and resentment that I am
paying into a survivor’s program
and health program that I can’t
get equal benefits from. Some
health benefits like dental and
vision care can be negotiated
directly with the Chancellor’s
Office. Why doesn’t CFA have an
aggressive stance on the issue?
What can we do to get the ball
rolling on this?"Tom Huebner,
linguistics
A: "We have brought a number of these things to the bargaining table, but I can’t say we
said we would die over them.
The basic health care plan is bargained by PERS (Public Employees Retirement System), but we
are bargaining for health care
benefits for live-in partners and
continue to lobby PERS."
Nichelson
Q: "Perception among the
rank and file is state CFA leaders
have too cozy a relationship with
Munitz and the board of
trustees. Also, CFA has failed to
see that Munitz was imported to
break up the unions. %Thy such a
cozy relationship?" Manuel
Fimbres, social work/past CFA
chapter president

Catering
1 lam - 4pm Lunches only Office parties,
Fa:Wring
company picnic ,
**Babybackrlbs
steak,
receptions,
riebargcten
gourmet luncheons,

NORWALK, Conn. (AP)
Singer Michael Jackson has
checked into a Connecticut psychiatric hospital, The Hour of
Norwalk reported today, but
Jackson’s publicist denied the
report.
The newspaper said an
impeccable source" confirmed
that Jackson had arrived Monday
night at Silver Hill Hospital. The
source was not identified.
Lee Soltersjackson’s publicist
in Beverly Hills, Calif., denied
that the pop star was at Silver
Hill. "It is absolutely untrue. Period. Unquote,’ Solters said. As far
as anyone knows, Jackson is in
Europe, Salters added.
The New York Post had
reported today that there were
rumors that Jackson had
checked into the hospital, locat-

Worker says he was fired for blowing whistle on problems
SACRAMENTO (AP) A
former air tanker maintenance
supervisor has accused the California Department of Forestry of
firing him for disclosing suspected airplane safety violations to
federal authorities.
Dennis K Williams, 45, has
appealed his dismissal and filed a
claim for damages, citing a 1984
state law that protects whistleblowers from reprisal for turning
in violations of state or federal
laws.
CDF has rewritten its charge
regarding the whisdeblowing but
maintains allegations that
Williams has been unprofessional and incompetent, department
attorney Kevin Hoeke said
Thursday.
The charges against Williams
are groundless, said Williams’
attorney, William J. Flynn.
Williams declined comment on
the advice of his attorney.
Williams tipped the Federal
Aviation Administration about
suspected safety problems in airplanes that a private firm had
offered for government service,
said Flynn.
The planes were not firelight-

ing air tankers but smaller aircraft to be used for other purposes.
CDF fired Williams in August
on charges that included failing
to gain the concurrence of a
superior before contacting the
FAA, said Hoeke.
The department has since
dropped that aspect of the allegation because it might have
conflicted with the law protecting whistleblowers, Williams
said.
"It was an unfortunate choice
of words," Hoeke said.
The specifics of Williams’
communications with the FAA
have not been revealed.
CDF is still accusing Williams
of unprofessional conduct for
failing to discuss the suspected
safety problems with his inspection team leader before noting
the FAA, Hoeke said.
"CDF is now saying it (the
whistleblowing) is not very
important, but that it was
groundless on his part to do,"
said Flynn.
Attorneys for both sides said
that they were discussing a settlement that could reinstate

Williams’ claim, pending
before the State Board of Control, seeks more than $100,000 in
lost wages and other damages:
Williams remains unemployed.
Williams was denied reinstatement at a CDF hearing that was
closed to the public.
An appeal is scheduled Dec.
21 before the State Personnel
Board.
Williams’ case is the latest
issue involving CDF’s air progam.
The department’s firefighting
fleet of military-surplus air
tankers has suffered a high crash
rate but it will be phased out
over the next four years due to
its age.
CDF investigated a potential
conflict of interest involving an
air tanker maintenance employee and declared the matter
resolved but has not disclosed
the findings of its probe.
The Federal Aviation Administration has concluded that CDF
violated federal aviation safety
rules by using an experimental
plane to battle wildfires in 1988
and 1989.
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Broncos trample SJSU 69-61 at Arena
Cross-town rival SCU stomps Spartans high expectations
en route to claiming first annual Mayor’s Cup contest
By Hector Flores
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

High expectations can make
defeat that much harder to swallow. Those expectations left SJSU
Head Coach Stan Morrison
choking on the Spartans’ disappointing
performance
in
Wednesday’s 69-61 defeat to
Santa Clara.
1 thought our seniors played
like freshman, I was really disappointed," Morrison said.
"We’re a lot better than that
- I thought. But maybe I really
have been seduced into thinkil
we’re better than we really are.
The Spartans (1-2) were
unsuccessful in setting up shots
with screens or any motion.
Many of their opportunities
had to be created off the dribble
rather than through an executed
offense. SJSU finished with 14
turnovers to only eight assists
compared to 15 assists by the
Broncos (2-1).
"We did not really execute an
offense. We had a bunch of guys
running around without any
screening, without doing any of
the things that Santa Clara was
doing," Morrison said. "I
thought we stood around and
watched a lot"
The Spartans finished the
game hitting only 35.9 percent
of their shots.
The Broncos, however, arc
not without expectations themselves after capturing last season’s West Coast Conference
Tournament Title and their
unbelievable upset over powerhouse Arizona in last season’s
NCAA Tournament.
With higher standards this
season, a victory over the Spartans that saw SCU turn a onepoint halftime lead into a 16point margin late in the second
half, only left the Broncos dissatisfied with their performance.
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Spartan center Mike Brotherton, left, tries to shoot
over Santa Clara forward Keith Eisenrich during

Wednesday’s game at the San Jose Arena. The
Spartans lost 69-61.

Too many turnovers sink
women’s basketball team

"I don’t think we played with
the execution level that we need
to have to win games on a consistent basis," said Santa Clara
Coach Dick Davey.
SCU guard Steve Nash, who
scored 15 points with 12 coming
in the second half, felt that the
Broncos were not playing up to
the new standard that they have
set for themselves.

’We did not really
execute an offense.
We had a bunch of
guys running
around without
doing any of the
things that Santa
Clara was doing.’
Morrison

Stan
SJSU men’, balkriball heAd coach

"I don’t think we’re really
happy with the way we played,"
he said. "We wanted to play as
well as we could and try to reach
a new level of potential, but we
did too many of the little things
poorly."
Senior forward Jason Allen
was almost solely responsible for
keeping the Spartans in the
game at halftime.
SCU controlled the boards in
the first half by out-rebounding
the Spartans 20-10. But Allen’s
12 first half points, 6 from threepoint land, along with poor
shooting by the Broncos kept
SJSU within one at 29-28.
"The score at the half was really a false score because Jason was
shooting out of his mind, so he
kept us in the ball game," Mornson said.

H LH:MY

The Broncos opened the second half with a three-point
jumper from forward Pete Eisenrich and slowly began to pull
away from the Spartans.
After Allen tipped-in a shot to
bring the Spartans within five at
41-36 with 15:43 remaining, the
Broncos went on a nine-point
run, keeping SJSU scoreless for
three-and-half minutes.
The Spartans committed four
turnovers during that span, leaving SCU open shots in transition
and a 50-36 lead.
The
Spartans,
however,
received new life from forward
Atiba Williams who pulled down
a team-high 8 rebounds in the
second half, 6 on the offensive
boards, leading SJSU on a ninepoint run with four minutes
remaining.
The Spartans cut the 16-point
deficit to seven at 66-59, but the
time remaining had also diminished to 25 seconds.
The Broncos went on for the
eventual 69-61 victory and
received the first annual Mayor’s
Cup from San Jose Mayor Susan
Hammer and Santa Clara Mayor
Eddie Souza before a crowd of
5,081 at the San Jose Arena.
Point guard Terry Cannon
quietly led the Spartans in scoring with 19 points.
The Spartans’ next game is at
Fresno State on Saturday.
SJSU (61)
HanYnonde 2-6 0-0 4, Alen 7-16 1-4 17,
Brotherton 5-11 0-110, Cannon 6-11 5-5 19,
Zavala 0-1 4-64. Williams 1-9 0-1 2. Mitchell 1-5
0-02

SANTA CLARA (69)
esenre,

6-15 5-6 19, Lewis 5-12 5-6 IS.
Von Bucnwaldt 2-3 3-4 7, Nash 6-12 0-0 15.
8, Dunne 2-3 0-0 4
4-9
Woolery 2-3
Three-point goals - Allen 2, Cannon 2,
Nash 3. Esennch 2, Laws 1 Fouled out - Woolery Rebounds - SJSU 39 (Williams 8). Santa
Clara 43 iEsenrich 10)
Assets - SJSU 8 (Cannon, Zavata,
Greene 2. Santa Clara 15 (Woolery 7). Total
fouls - SJSU 20, Santa Clara 22.

SPECIALS

By Gabe Leon
Spartan Daily Staff-Writer

The Spartan women’s basketball team suffered its first loss of
the season 81-54 to Santa Clara
University Wednesday night at
the San Jose Arena.
The Spartans (1-1), committed 26 turnovers, were outrebounded 50-36 and dominated by a more physical and
stronger Bronco team.
"They were much more physical inside," coach Karen Smith
said. "We were having trouble
getting the ball inside and when
we did we would either turn the
ball over or miss the shot."
The Spartans shot 39.2 percent from the floor and could
only manage eight offensive
rebounds the entire game. Santa
Clara had better success
rebounding on both ends of the
court.
1 thought we rebounded better than any other team here (at
Santa Clara)," said SCU Coach
Caren Horstmeyer. 1 was
pleased defensively. We took San
Jose out of a lot of things they
wanted to do."
The Spartans held a brief 2-0
lead when guard Chrissy Chang
scored a layup.
SJSU trailed the rest of the
way after Bronco guard Colette
Chiamparino nailed a threepointer to put SCU ahead to
stay.
The Spartans started off slow,
scoring three points in the first
six minutes of the half.
However, SJSU only trailed 1814 with 8:47 left to play before
Santa Clara made a run to end
the first half.
The Broncos then went on a
22-11 run, ending the first half
40-25.
The Spartans got off to another slow start in the second half,
scoring only 10 points midway
through the second half while
the Broncos increased their lead.
SCU shot 51 percent in the
second half finishing with a 27
point victory.
One of the bright spots for
the Spartan offense was the play
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SJSU guard Bernadette Knight, left, dribbles past Santa Clara forward
Jenny Baldwin during Wednesday’s game. The Spartans lost 81-54.
of freshman guard Joi Turner.
Turner was the only Spartan
in double figures, scoring 11 of
her 13 points in the second half.
Another bright spot was Hulett
Brooks, who scored nine points
and pulled down eight defensive
boards.
SJSU will host the University
of San Francisco Wednesday
night at the Event Center.
The Spartans lost to USF 5741 in last year’s meeting in San
Francisco.
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SANTA CLARA (et)

Coarsen 3-6 2-2 8, Baldwin 4.10 0-0 5.
Floliowes 1-2 0-0 2. Chernpanno 4-9 3-5 la
Redman 1-6 1-2 3, Meadough 1.1 2-2 4. Bosse
4-84-4 13, Sihrerned 3-96-10 10. Gonzales 1-4
1-3 3, Bailey 1-1 0-02, Hurley 2-4 0-0 4. Smith 23 2-4 6.
Three-point goals -- Baldwin 2, Chenbanno 2. Coleman 1, Bosse 1 Fouled out .- None
Rebounds - SJSU 36 (Brooks 8). Santa Clara
50 (Sllyerniel 10)
Assists - SJSU 6 (Steele 2). Santa Clara
16 (Baldwin 4) Total fouls - SJSU 26, Santa
Clara 22.
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SJSU (54)
Chang 2-4 3-4 7, Steele 2-5 4-7 8.
Turner 5-7 3-4 13. Wooten 1-3 0.0 2, Wants
1-6 0-0 2, Brown 2-3 0-2 4. Irving 2-4 0-0 4,
McCord 1.4 1.1 3, Brooks 4-12 1-1 9, Smith 0.
2 2-4 2
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Read the Spartan Daily everyday.

Stanford University Medical Center
Research study seeks
women between the ages of 18 - 60 who
experience problems with binge eating and
purging for a laboratory study of eating.

Participants will receive $150 for
their participation.
Call Joanne at (415) 723-3835
The rumors you’ve heard ...
...are TRUE!!!

:Hwy. 17 Express 1:12s
Service is exptradingi
because you
asked for it,
late night runs
from SJSU
to Scotts Valley/
Soouel
will begin
Jan 26, 1994!

Funded hr Department of Traffic & Parking

Can’t see spending time in class?
Well, now, you can with your new
contacts and free watch.
For Students Only

f PI;

$3n
7

A once-in-a-lifetime offer from Bausch
& Lombfi called The Student Eye Deal.
You get: a year’s supply of
contacts(that’s 8 contacts), a ReNufi
lens care pack, and a cool watch-all for
only $39 plus professional fees. You can
get this offer only if you are a student,
and only it’ you act now! Offer limited to
one per person. BAUSCH
Expires 6/30/94. & LONER

Buena Vista Optical
678 E. Santa Clara
(E. Santa Clara &14th)
(408) 293-2020
Bring this ad.

Ross-Dow
co-rovw,
, INC

MAJOR PERSONAL COMPUTER AUCTION
MULTI -MILLION DOLLAR VALUATION!!

ASr.

COMPUTER

OVLR 2 .000 DES.10 AND FACTORY REFURBISHED
NOTEBOOK AND DESKTOP COMPUTERS ALL WIT/I
LIMITED WARRANTIES
FEATURING TIIESE 586 AND 486 SYSTEMS:
AST Ad, ant age! arid Advantage! Pnr, Multimedia Ckimputets
with stereo speaker, deluxe computer microphone. sound card, video memory,
multimedia ,..frware And CD’s!
AST PowerExe, Full Feature Notebooks Monochrome and Color
Advantage! Plus Mini-T,rwers
Advantage! aid Advantage! Pro Desktops
Pen Exet Pen -Rased Computers and
Power Premium Desktops
Advantage! Notebooks and Premium Exek.
NoteNsiks - MonKhrome and Color
AST Premium Server EISA Towers
Plus GRID Computers
Look jar the Intel Insidefi symbol on ANT quality cinninirer
cnrolicro
registered t1.1.14.1mrk .4
71.1.
No Minimums, No Reserves!
Everything Sells At The Fall Of The Hammer!
I X )N’T MISS THIS TREMENDOUS
( :OMPUTER PUR( :HASE OPPORTUNITY!
VISA

By Kyle Preston Register
Spifttil

Tkuls Sufi Writer

While Paul Diamantine
doesn’t want to classify himself as
just a poet, a poem he wrote was
recently published after placing
highly in a national contest.
The poem, "return to destruction," was originally created to
accompany a piece of art work
for his 3-D concepts class last
year. He liked the poem so
much he submitted it to a contest advertised in The Spartan
"The teacher said he wanted
us to write something to add to
our projects," Diamantine said.
"I wrote the poem for the class,
but it stood out on its own."
The poem was one of the top
3 percent of entries to the Western Poetry Contest, a competition sponsored by the National
Library of Poetry. It was chosen
for publication in ’The Coming
of Dawn."
(ILORIA ACOBASPARTAN DAll Y
There were 25,000 people
who entered the competition, SJSU student Paul Diamantine, right, shows a copy was in the top three percent of all entries and will be
trying to win the $1,000 first of a poem he entered in the National Library of Poet- published in the National Library of Poetry’s book
prize offered. Only 800 of those ry contest to Larry Byrne at Cafe de Roma. His poem "The Coming of Dawn."
people had their poems published. Diamantine was listed as themselves in more than one
to destruction
an Editor’s Choice Award and medium.
had a small biography written
"I had meant for the writing
when it declined only they can say,
about him in the book.
to serve as a facilitator for the art
where it stopped it stays today,
Diamantine, a jtmior in adver- and he happened to resonate
under rough seas, frozen... as if to pause.
tising, said that he finds inspira- with the verbal aspect of the proi wonder who was there,
tion for his writing in the cours- ject," lamp said.
who was spared,
es at SJSU.
Diamantine
said
that
what the cause.
"I think all of my classes are although this is the only piece he
items of hope and love forever untouched, left to rot
inspirational," Diamantine said. has submitted for publication,
not ever to return, but not buried from thought.
"I like to take ideas from them he works continuously on his
from a universe hardly begun,
and use those ideas and words as writing. He said he keeps a foldall can see, nobody won.
building blocks for my own writ- er next to his bed so he can
leaving behind a mental camera of undeveloped memory,
ing."
work throughout the night on
now realizing survival was the only key.
Bob Lamp, who taught the his writing.
move on, move on, from my return to destruction
course, said he recalled encour"I’m really nocturnal, I do
aging his students to write some- most of my work from 12:30 a.m.
Paul Diamantine
thing to go with their projects to 4 a.m.," he said.
that would evoke emotion.
Diamantine said his art piece
"Paul just ran with it (the con- was the sole inspiration for this
cept)," Lamp said. "I’m very poem. He descnbed the work as like Atlantis," he said,
"I’m prettv open minded and
happy that he had such a good a whirlpool-like sculpture, creatDiamantine said he hoped he laid back. My style of writing is
results with his."
ed with plaster and clay.
would do well in the competi- more in common language and
Lamp said the project was a
"It reminded me of a sub- tion, but he doesn’t feel really my poetry is almost autobiochance for students to express merged, lost civilization, kind of artistic.
graphical, he said.

return

Departing Third & San Fernando Streets at 9:15 & 10:15 p.m.
single fare: S2.25/day pass: $4.50/ monthly pass: $55 at A.S.
New schedules are being printed now. Call
RITrans (924 -RIDE) to have one mailed to you.

bvt.

Features
He’s a poet and he knows it

AMERICAJV EXPRESS
A
f., 15111111

MASTERCARD ACCEPTED!!
lit. N1277

SATURDAY, DIECE ViBER 11TH AT 10AM
Preview, Fran. DeLember 10th Inuit 9:00ant to 9:00pul
and Santa!, . December I I th tn rill 9: Vain to 9,45ain
3885 Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park, CA

CALL FOR A FREE COLOR BROCHURE:
(800) 445 -DOVE
5501 iunh I inuve, Rater (*.try, CA (415) 571-7400 - FAX (415) 572-1502

Journey to hell with the Slug People
BOOK REVIEW

nigh, so repent."
bered now. They were the Slug
The book moves from there People, growing sickly in their
while following Julian. He usual- lair, telling him of the terrors
ly has financial problems they had to offer him."
He falls in love with her. She because his agent is not too crazy
He then fled from the
is an undead guardian. She about his art.
labyrinth and his nightmare.
guards the Gate to Hell occuEventually, Julian would meet
The Slug People are the
pied by the Coprolites. The a beautiful woman in the Quarry Coprolites, the creatures who
Coprolites are... more about Bar.
hold evil and violence committhem later.
The Quarry Bar is a tavern ted by humanity. However, the
They occupy a new book with bad lighting, worse people Coprolites have masters without
"Harrowgate. The title is also and terrible furniture.
names who wanted to control
the name of the Gate to Hell.
Ashley Herrin is the guardian both realities.
The Harrowgate figures of the Coprolites but Julian does
In short, the Coprolites were
prominently in
not know that. the innocent party. The namethe hero’s life,
Julian never less masters had other guardians,
nightmares and ’They were the
realizes what like Ashley, who also had ambiart.
his dream is tions just like the masters. Ashley
Slug People,
The opening
about
but did not like these dark ambitions action, one forgets most of the
pages slowly but
Ashley inspires and had Julian help her stop the details except the most imporgrowing
sickly
in
surely focus on
him to cre- twisted guardians and their tant ones.
the subway and
their lair, telling
ative heights.
demonic masters.
He never spends more than
finally on our
Julian starts
This book has suspense equal 10 sentences describing anyhim
of
the
terrors
hero,
Julian
painting his to Stephen King. Daniel H. thing.
Stormer, who
latest master- Gower is responsible for "Harthey had to offer
It was 10 years since I read
holds most of
piece
and rowgate" that runs 400 pages.
horror or suspense novels. Myshim.’
the world in
starts having
Gower writes like a journalist teries do not count. In high
"Harrowgate" some half-real,
contempt.
A
he uses the simple subject school, I used to read H.P. Lovela, Daniel II. Gower
subway graffiti
half-nightmar- and verb structure. His sen- craft’s books like other people
scrawling and
ish
dreams tences alternate between long read comic strips.
Julian agreed:
about the Slug and short but they flow smoothI strongly recommend this
"I just don’t care anymore
People:
wonderfully scary, sexy and susA concerned citizen. I feel num"It was the thing he’d met
Cower occasionally pauses to penseful book.
ber than the Beast, Sick, Sick, long ago, the thing he’d seen on explain the geography and the
Dell Publishing released the
Sick. I do not know who I am
the other side of death. There looks of every scene and chap- book Thursday as a part of its
Anonymous. The beginning is was more than one, he remem- ters. But once he starts the Abyss horror series.
By Bill Drobkiewicz
Vartan Oath Staff Writer

Polar bear crashes into Alaskan radar stations, mauls worker
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP)
Donald
Chaffin, 55, a civilian mechanic from
Chaffin was relaxing in front of the televi- Wasilla, was in serious condition Wednession at a remote Air Force radar station day at an Anchorage hospital. His injuries
when a visitor peeked in the window.
from the Tuesday evening attack included
A polar bear, standing 8 feet tall, was lacerations and a collapsed lung.
peering inside with its nose and paws
The bear was shot by Alex Polakoff, one
pressed up against the glass. Chaffin tried of Chaffin ’s five co-workers at the Alaska
to shoo it away, swatting at the pane with a Long Range Radar System site at Olitok
rolled up newspaper or magazine.
Point, about 30 miles northwest of PrudIt was a mistake.
hoe Bay.
The bear ducked, then crashed through
"There was no way to protect Don," said
the window about seven feet above the Leddy. "He was just brutally attacked. (The
ground. As Chaffin and a co-worker fum- bear) was just doing what bears do.... It was
bled with a jammed door, the animal just fortunate Alex had a gun."
attacked, mauling Chaffin’s face, neck and
Leddy, who didn’t see the attack, said
chest before another man shot it to death.
workers told him Chaffin and another man
"Everything that moves is food to a polar were relaxing in the lounge when the bear
bear," station manager Tom Leddy said appeared at the window.
Wednesday.
When it broke inside and attacked, one

worker tried to distract the bear by spraying
it with a fire extinguisher while Polakoff got
his gun, which he kept for protection while
working outdoors.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
spokesman Bruce Batten said a bear had
been spotted recently in the area, apparently attracted to the radar site by whale
meat stored nearby by native hunters.
Leddy said Wednesday he had been concerned the meat would attract bears and
had been trying Tuesday to get it removed.
He said officials at the nearby Kuparuk
oil field had told him Tuesday that a polar
bear sow and two cubs were headed toward
the radar site. It wasn’t clear if the sow was
the bear that attacked Chaffin.
Batten said polar bears are naturally curious and come to inhabited sites fairly often.
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o Drug lord Escobar killed by
Colombian security forces
BOGU1A, Colombia (AP) Security forces killed drug lord
Pablo Escobar in Medellin on
Thursday, ending an exhaustive
and sometimes bloody 16month hunt for one of the
world’s most wanted men.
Police and soldiers shot Escobar dead at a shopping mall in
the heart of the city that served
as the base for his cocaine
empire, according to local radio
reports. Colombia’s prosecutor
general, Gustavo de Greiff, confirmed the death.
Escobar was killed by members of a 3,000-man police and
army force that had hunted for
him since he escaped from
prison in July 1992. The United
States and Colombia had
offered $8.7 million for his capture.
There were uncomfirmed
reports that another person was
slain in Thursday’s operation by
security forces. No details were
available.
"It’s the triumph of law over
crime," said Andres Pastrana, a
prominent senator.

"Escobar ended up being a
symbol of violence and narcoterrorism," Pastrana said. "Now
the country can begin to live
more peacefully."
Escobar had been hunted not
only by the security force but by
a vigilante squad called People
Persecuted By Pablo Escobar
(PEPES), which had murdered
several of his associates and
threatened his family.
Soldiers and police also killed
some of Escobar’s top lieutenants during the search.
Just three days ago, the drug
lord’s wife and two children flew
to Germany seeking political asylum after the govertunent
threatened to stop protecting
them. They were turned away,
had returned to Bogota and
were staying in a luxury hotel
under army protection.
The vigilante squad is
believed to be composed of
members of the rival Cali drug
cartel, disenchanted former
Medellin cartel members and
police avenging the deaths of
officers slain by the cartel.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
WANTED: Psychology Volunteers
Reach out 4 hours per week as a
Community Friend, providing social
support to those who endure
mental illness. We train. Call
(408)4360606.
NEIN STUDENT DENTAL RAS
Office visits and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
can (800) 655-3225.
100% PURE ADRENALINE111111
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10,000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skydiving center. Come join us
for a tandem jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the true thrill seeker, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a
certified skydiver, starting with a six
hour class and a mile long freefall
the same day. Videos of your jump
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510)634-7575.
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE
You need exposure to succeed in
MODEUNG. Now you can put your
photo and information in front
of 100’s of the top advertising
agencies NATIONWIDE’ Your
chance to be seen!!! Call TOM
for details. (408) 245-9737.

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296,5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGA11ON
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
650.00 STUDENT DISCOUNT!
ASTORIA INSURANCE BROKERAGE
Auto. Jet Ski. Motorcycle.
Boat, Home owners Insurance.
’Alumni’ serving ’Students"
help you.
...Talk to me.
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic?
Call me, (Don) 408-247-3734.
Open on Sat/Sun with appt. only!

ELECTRONICS
QUALITY USED IBM COMPATIBLES
286/386/486 &eat Low Prices
Complete 9/sterns / Warranty
Cal 1-800-200.2007.

FOR SALE
PERSONAL ATTACK ALARMS
These devices can be clipped to
belt or purse & puts out 103 db.
Affordable prices. Give them as
gifts. Call 408/992-0116.
ROYAL-TREK INTERNATIONAL
presents tine fragrances from Paris
Perfumes. Vesions of Chanel No 5,
Obsession, Opium, Beautiful, Joy,
Eternity, Shalimar. Oscar de la
Rents, Red, Giorgio. Poison. White
Linen, Pssion, L’Air du Temps.
Halston, Sarnsara, Realities,
Spellbound, Escape & Lauren.
1/2 oz. - S15./bottle, 1 01.420.
bottle. Great for yourself or gift
giving.All perfumes guaranteed
to your satisfaction. We challenge
you to tell the difference from the
original. To order, send your check
with sales tax, add $3.00 shipping
to: Royal -Trek Intl. 433W. Allen
Unit 102, San Dimas, CA 91773.
(900)876.1668.

WEEK
LARGE VICTORIAN HOME
6 bedrooms / 3 hill baths,
with big IMng room & kitchen
Plus detached

2 Odrm. 1 bath w/ LR & kitchen.
Recent remodel. Near SJSU.
Previously a Fraternity House.
Dan: 408/9995626 x239.

HELP WANTED
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED.
THE SPARTAN DAILY is accepting
applications for Spring ’94 semeSter.
HOURS: 7:00 am -9:00 am.
DAYS: Monday through Friday.
PAY: $10.00/day. Paid monthly.
DUTIES: Deliver the Spartan
Daily to distribution locations on
oonpus & recycle old newspapers
into the campus recycling bins.
Cal. License & DMV printout is
required, if hired. Apply at the
Spartan Daily. Dwight Bentel Hall,
Room 203, now through January
19. 1994. For info: call 924-3277
or 924-3283.
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Chretien reverses
earlier stance
opposing NAFTA

0 China unhappy about U.S. warning on intellectual property rights
BEIJING (AP) - China expressed its unhappiness with a
U.S. warning that Beijing’s continued poor protection of intellectual property rights could lead
to trade sanctions.
U.S. Trade Representative
Mickey Kantor said Tuesday that
China was failing to enforce laws
protecting U.S. copyrights, trade-

marks and patents. He announced he was placing China on a
"priority watch list," which could
lead to trade sanctions if negotiations fail to resolve the dispute.
Foreign Ministry spokesman
Wu Jianinin said, "We would like
to express our strong displeasure
at this unilateral action to be
taken by the U.S. side in disre-

gard of the significant progress
China has made in protecting
intellectual property’
Kanto! said China’s failure to
enforce its laws was costing
American industry hundreds of
millions of dollars in lost revenues through the piracy of
books, compute’ software, and
audio and video recordings.

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
senses advertised below nor is
there any guarantee Implied. The
classified camera of the Spartan
Daffy consist of paid advertising
and offerings on- not approved or
verified by the newspaper

December 3,

OTTAWA (AP) -- Canadian
Prime MIIIISLei Jean Chretien
announced Wednesday that his
government will sign the North
American
Trade
Agreement on Jan.
F 1. removinge
the last major obstacle to the
pact’s implementatioli
The deal, which would eliminate trade barriers among the
United States, Canada and Mexico, would create the largest free
trade zone in the world. NAFTA
would cover 360 million consumers.
Chretien took office last
month aftei running on a platform demanding revision of certain aspects of the trade agree!nen t.

He had told President Clinton that his signature on the
agreement was anything but a
sure thing.
Clinton said he was "delighted" with the prime minister’s
statement, which he said was "a
result of discussions following up
oil our meeting in Seattle."

Phone 924-3277
DELIVERY - TAKEOUT TAXI
The perfect college job!
We deliver dime from the
area’s favorite restaurants.
You can expect to earn at
least $9.00 per hour. Jobs
available in South San Jose
and Cupertino. Requirements:
Clean D.M.V., own car, insurance,
neat appearance & good attitude.
Flexible Evening Hours
Good Environment
Cash Tips daily
Call today 369-9400.
BILINGUAL JAPANESE? We
urgently seek bilingual Japanese
staff to assist with computer SW
translations. Send resume, in
English, to SimulTrans, 145
Addison Am, Palo Alto, CA 94301.

REED’S SPORT SHOP. looking for
retail sales: ski -bike -gun dept.
Also looking for experienced
SECRETARY, COMPUTER & cashiers. Contact Jim - 926-3020.
communication skills. Dependable & Professional. $9.50+ near ENVIRONMENTALLY CONSCIOUS?
SJSU. Call: 9937399 or Fax International marketing co.
resume 998-7398.
seeks 4 individuals to capitalize on latest health trends.
DRIVERS NEEDED
Training provided. Call for
for restaurant delivery in the San interview. 727-5559.
Jose area. Part-time and evenings
available. Earn 58.-$12./hour. APPLE COMPUTER needs
Must have own car & clean DMV. students now for 6 months.
Call 408/280-2700.
starting Dec. (full or part-time) and
Jan. (full-time) to test new S/W
TYPIST MIMED $11/Hit 11JESDAYS product. UNIX, Macintosh user
49 p.m. only. Must type 75 WPM & programming skills required.
& have excellent English, grammar X, Mac Toolbox a plus. Fax
& spelling skills. 408-280-7203.
resume to Dept. OKH11221TN
at 408/974.5691: e-mail to
FAST FOOD. NOT FAT FOOD! HUGHES.Keapple.com.
Pasta Mia is currently seeking
SPORTS AND FTTNESS
outgoing, friendly people with
Immediate openings!
cashier and/or cook experience to
join us on the cutting edge of
(408) 5544451.
the 90’s health revolution.
Contact Dave between 3-5pm. POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions. Great benefits.
at 435-7300 for further info.
Call 1-800-436-4365 ext. P.3310.
SALES / PAANAGE7ADIT positions
available for career oriented SANTA’S HELPER. THU.- SUNDAY.
individual in the health fitness field. $10. per hour. Start Nov. 26th.
America’s Best corporation has Princeton Plaza Mall, lla.m.-7p.m.
had over a 90096 growth rate over 4088781154.
the past 4 years and has locations
throughout the entire bay area. If LEARN TO BE A LOAN OFFICER.
you are an eaga- & self motivated Excellent ground floor opportunity.
individual looking to start off right, You could be making up to
we will give you a chance. Salaries. $35,000. your first year! To
commissions, bonuses. trips & learn how, call 378-8088 for an
benefits. 14K 31K annual. Please aPPointment or fax 3788089.
fax your resume to (510) 7130850 and call 1-800-88 3-KICK. SECURITY: FULL OR PART TIME
Full training. $7.00- $8.00 /hour.
Ask for Mr. Bertyessa.
Weekly Paychecks
YOUTH BASKETBALL OFFICIAL:
Excellent Benefits
Jan. 8 through March 12. Games
Credit Union
Medical/Dental Insurance
played on Sat. No exp. necessary.
Vacation Pay
$5.00 $7.00 per hour. 4-10 firs
Referral Bonus
per week. For more info call YMCA
Apply Monday . Friday 8 am. -5 per.
408/22841122.
Vanguerd Seewfty Services
3212 Scott Bird. Santa Clara,
CLERICAL SUPPORT
Cap Snap Co. seeks dependable CA 95054. Near 101, at San
Tomas Espy. & Olcott. Equal
English-literate clerical
Opportunity Employer.
support. Part time; hours are
flexible. $6.50/hr. Apply in
ACUFACTS, INC.
person (M -F, 8-5).
Security Guards / Patrol Officers
890 Faulstich Ct.
Needed Now!
San Jose. 408/4538840.
Full time / Part time. All shifts.
Apply Mon.- Fri. 8am. 6Prn.
Med mks PIONEY bin HOUDAYS?
555D Meridian Ave.. San Jose.
F/T and P/T sales positions wail(408)286-5880.
able for expanding health and fitness company. Call 408/9833243.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
EARN UP TO $10.00 AN HOURI . fisheries. Many earn 82.000+
By being a waitperson, busser. /mo. in canneries or $3,000.
cashier or host. Come appy in $6.000+/mo. on fishing vessels.
MI, 1 1 8 7B Many employers provide benefits.
person at KI k
Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd. San Jose. No exp. necessary! Get the neces
sary head start on next summer.
For more info. call 1-206-545-4155
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Now hiring teachers & substitutes ext. A6041.
for school age child care programs
and preschool prams. Teachers 8700./WK CANNERY workers;
and subs must have minimum 6 54.000./mo. deckhands. Alaska
units in education, recreation, or fishing industry now hiring for
child development. Full and part next summer. 11,000 openings.
time shifts , job sharing and flexi- No exp. necessary. Free rm. &
ble hours for students. $6. $8. bd. These jobs go fast! Employper hour. Medical, dental, and eye ment Alaska. 1206-3232672.
care benefits for 30+ hours weekly. Great job for male or female AA CRUISE I TRAVEL JOBS.
Earn $2500/mo + travel the
students. Cali 408/257-7320.
world free! ( Europe, Hawaii,
Caribbean, Asia!) Cruise lines
COUNSELOR / DIRECT CARE
now hiring for busy holiday.
staff to work with D.D. adults
spring and summer seasons.
in a residential setting
Listing Service. Call 19191
$6.00/hr 51032264505.
929-4398 ext. 193.
OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED for
filing, typing. wwo processing
Mita
& phones. $7.85 per hour.
10- 20 hours per week. Ability to ICLSEMATEllbrnsis Nan Smoker
use Macintosh. Contact Frederick Rent room In my 3 br./2ba. house
on a 1/4 acre lot near Stevens Crk
J. Ferrer. 9981343
&Wrrhester. $350ftno. 243,4586.

SERVICES
800-WE-FIX-MACS
Ma Repair
CUSTOM f.SHIRTS IN 4-5 DM’St
.
you are looking for silk
2 406 h Wars, Ave
ROOMS AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS screening quality at competitive
Santa Glare
for faculty, staff oi graduate prices, look no further. Century
Open M-F 9:00 am.- 5:00 prn
students. Call 2931735.
Graphics prides itself on quality
408/988-2334
work, quick turn around and a
STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS. positive happy staff. Call for MEN AND WOMEN- BARE FT AUJ
2 bed/2 bath apt. available now quotes at 98153351. Thanks!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
4 blocks from campus. Free cable
Stop shaving, waxing tweezing or
TV, water & garbage Off street WRITING, RESEARCH. EDITING. using chemicals Let us pernia
parking available. Several units
Versatile. expert staff
nently remove your unwanted hal,
starting at $675.00/mo. Call Dan
ESL students a specialty.
Back Chest Lip Bikini Chu.
at 295-5256
800-7777901
Tummy etc Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First app.
QUALITY OF LIVING 8 STUDY PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST with 1/2 price if made before Dec. 15
Willow Gardens Apartments B.A. and 15 years experience. Now 1993. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
1750 Stokes Street. 9930300 accepting students wishing to 621 E. Campbeii Ave. #17,
The best in Willow Glen area. excel’ at guitar Or bass. All styles Campbell . )408i379’3500
Spacious 2 bcIrm./2 bath & 3 welcome: Rock. R&B, Jazz, Fusion.
bdrm./2 bath. Recreation room Blues, Folk. Reggae. and Funk
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC
w/wet bar, fitness center, pool & Beginner. Intermediate & Advanced
Unwanted hair rev used forever
saunas. For move in special, call are welcome.
408/298.6124
Specialist Confidential
408/998-0300
Your own probe or disposable
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
335 S Baywooci Ave Sat. Jose
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE subject. Why suffer and get poor
247-7486.
2 bdrrn./2 bath. near SJSU. grades when help is just a call
Female. Nonsmoker. 286-0647.
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
WASHINGTON SQUARE
college teacher) assists with
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
GATEWAY APTS.
research & writing. Tutorial also ’STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS
2 blocks from campus.
avail. Friendly, caring. confidential.
Membership open exclusively
2 td./2 ba.. 900. 1.00O s. ft.
Regular visits to your campus.
to SJSU Students. Alumni, and
Ideal for up to 4 stuaents.
Advisory Facuttyl
Samples & references available.
Free cable. Underground parking. Foreigners welcome! Call today
Services include:
Security gates. Game room
for free phone consultation: Si Auto Loans $ Personal Loans
Laundry room. 4th & William
1800806-8898 ask for Daniel
$ Debt Consoldation Loans
Rents starting at $750./mu.
Share (savings) & CO Accts.
Call mgr. 947-0803
Exceptional Ratesff.
NEED COLLEGE/CAREER INFO?
Live counselor, M.A., local college
Convenient ocation.
2 BOREN APARTMENT $750/MO. exp. Each call treated as individual
48 S. 7th Street. Suite 201
Security type building
appt Additional info mailed If I
San Jose, CA 95112
Secure parking
don’t have the answer to your
Call for more info
Close in
(408)947-7273.
question. I’ll get it and call
Modern building
you back! Call 900-505-CLIS.
954/min. Mon.-Thurs. 2-8 pm.
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry room
Recorded info 24 hours/day. 10% SERVICES FINANCIAL
of net profits support local educaVillage Apartments.
576 S. 58 St. (40812986893.
tion programs College Career
DON’T PAY ITII
Information Services
Don’t pay $70. $100 for a scrioiarship search. Get sources NOW,
LARGE VICTORIAN HOME
6 bedrooms / 3 full baths.
50% DISCOUNT!
Order our book ’Scholarships.
with big living room & kitchen.
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Grants and Loans". Contains
Plus detached
Enhance your natural beauty!!
dozens of money sources & time
2 berm, 1 bath w/ LR & kitchen.
Eye Liner - Lips Eyebrows.
saving tips. Order today! Only
Recent remodel. Near SJSU.
Expres December 15. 1993.
$5.95 to Scholar-Dollar:5, P.O. Box
408479.3500
456 Mt. Hemian. CA 95041. 30day
Previously a Fraternity House.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
Dan: 408/090 5626 x239.
M/BGuarantee. Allow 46 wks.
621 E. Campbell Ave #17,
Campbell. CA 95008.
DO YOU want a computo search
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
done to find scholarships for you?
Bright & airy with big windows, air
conditioned, mini blinds, new hot- LOVE UFE? CAREER GUIDANCE? Many sources available. 80%
point appliances including dish- Helpful insight? Computerized require no GPA or have no income
washer. disposal. Intercom build- Astrology Interpretation $19.95 limitations. Call or write Unique
ing, covered, gated parking, on Send check and your birth date, Service Co. P.O. Box 867, Millbrae,
site laundry. Quiet. OK for 2 room- time of birth, city & state, to CA 94030. (415(692.4847
mates, nice for staff. 1 block from D. McGrane, Box 143, New
campus Porn $650./mo. 2974706 Almaden, CA. 95042-0143. Con- PRIVATE MONEY IS AVAILABLE
tains approx. 15 detailed pages. now in scholarships giaiits &
780 5. 11TH STREET APTS. plus 5 page information packet!
work study. No financial need. No
2 bedroom./2 bath start $745.
GPA min Over 350.000 active
1 tkirm. /1 bath $595. Walk or PAGERS, PAGER CASES, WNW donors. For free application &
ride bike to school. Very clean. Phones, Voice Mail. CD’s. Video info, call (408)522-7222 msg. or
roomy & remodeled. Secured games Buy sell and trade. 1 free (408) 374-3167. Write: Scholarentrance. Laundry facilities. Cable month of service with each referral. ship, 478 W. Hamilton Ave.
TV. Ample parking, Call 288-9157
Low rates & excellent service. #397, Campbell. CA 95008.
Once you become a customer you November Special: $39.95.
EMU AREA. SHARE. Charming can resell our pagers to earn 55 We will beat any advertised price.
home. Beautiful yard. $325.00. 408/522-7203 leave message.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
408297-8873
STUDIO FOR 1. With sleeping left
No pet $490
ar $
sec (kip eco.

FAX 921-3282

SCHOLARSHIPS GUARANTEED! 36 As PROFESSIONAL Experience
Fter,lef RebOUrCeb ei
Pleasanto CA 94566

oinoing & FAA
aailabie P.O. up & delivery
FtEASONALBE RATES Timeliness
MONEY FOR COLLEGE !II & satisfaction guaranteed. Tutonrg
Money is waiting for you right now available in some subjects
from Private Scholarships. Grants Contact Candi at 1408) 369.8614.
and Feilowships. No Financial
Need ano No GPA minimuri, YOU HAVE BETTER THINGS TO 001
required For FREE literature pack- So let me type mat paper for you.
age. CALL NOW! 408-9937208.
Excepticsia service
Laser printing,
Access/control *2081993
Disk storage avaiiabie
WANT MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
Starting at only $2 page
Scholarship Matching
COI AM today at 997-2653.
No GPA or need qualifications
Money back guarantee
Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
(jail Marsha at 266-9448 to, fun
Information & application
Scnolarship Matching Service service word prucessing edit tor
P.O Box 53450
vocabulary. gramiriar sentence
Sat Jose. CA 951534.l454.
punct-iatior.. foe at
(APA I uraipai, MLA) table/grepr408829-8886
preperatior.
cum, pust-scr,p)
$5 BILLIONS available to vu,.; laser printing. .Aisu edit disks,
all students quaiiry Resun .e ’cover etie preparation.
eduLatp
Free inc -.age (800) 666-ORAL
International Students Wsicornel
WHION
are
.i0a,,-8:30po.
b. .

TRAVEL
SKI VAILJo,n trie 51SL, Sc. &
Srowboard Club & students from
over 20 different colleges ir. Vail
Colorado. Jan. 2-9 Everyone is
welcome! Spaces on the ous are
Still available but filling fast The
price is $349.00 and includes
round trip transportatior,. 5 rights
lodging and lift tickets for 4 days of
skiing (5tii aay optional). We need
to know ASAP. If you are interest
ed, please call Patty at 356-8341
or ’rode 778925C,
AIRLINE TICKETS FREE?!
in, co..., tot. needed
car RTC- 310514-4662

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West Sar- Jose cupertho APA-i.
Terii papers Group projects
rnesis Leiters Appiications
Mmones *Tape transcript*, , eic
Nursing/ Math/ ScienCe/EngliSr
Lay.. printe Dry’. &
; id,’ SUZANNE 446-5658
HAYWARDFREMONT -LIMON CITY
Woraproces
"i,i"
An work accetiii
.
Theses Pi,
APA and 1
Quick & SUee l
WP h 1 Lase’
i
clay, a weer
Sco.
SLAid
ArittrSANTA CLUE SIECRETARAL SERV
Neer Santa Cara Unvissity
Term paper esJities. etc
140819641268

WORD PROCESSING
EXPERIENCED Word Processor
Too may
and not
enough tIn r- Let me do
the typing! Resumes, tern.
papers. theses, etc, IBM
compatible computer / laser
printer FAX ’machine Notary
Dub. Ca. re-na 9724992
I
HATE TO TYPEI
If this go’ your attention. give your
sett a break. Let me do it for you!
Pick up and delivery $1.00
Resumes, term papers & theses
APA format $2.00 per double
spaced page ,’ It 00 miromun,Cvii
Arrie a98835v
PRONESSICSOL Word Processing.
Theses. tern- papers. group
Projects. iJesJrnes. letters, etc
Ail formats especially APA.
Experienced. dependable. Quick
return Transcriptions available
Almaden / Branham area
Call Linda 14081 264-4504

EXPERT WORD PHOCESSORS.
Science aria trig ,sr papers/
theses our specialty Laser printing Free spell check and storage.
APA Loabiar, and litre, formats
Resumes edifing giaphics aria
otner services avaiatie Master.
son’s Worcl Processing Cali Paul or
Virginia 408.251-0449
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Professionai Word R.ocessing!
Theses, Term Papers. Nursing &
Group Projects Resumes Letters
Manuscripts. et,. Wereeerrect
HP Laser II. AP formats sLypip,akong
in APA Spelling i.k.inCuat or and
grammaticai err ng Free disc
storage All wcrt, guaranteed Worry
free. depenclabie a -C Werner
service To avoid disappointment,
car now to reserve VOLIr time! Cali
PAM 247-2681 ibani-8orm plus
Sens Addlticad 10% Per Reload

DAILY CLASSIRED--ADVERT1SING THAT WORKS!
Mot your ad hem Line is 30 spaces. including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

COODOODOODOCIDOODEJEJELJDEIDEADTEHMEI
DOODODEDOODODOLIOLJCIDELM1L1LJMUL1
DOODOODOODEIDEOLOMOLMODOEMED
CIDOECTIOCIDOOODOEICIFT77-11:77EPT171777r1
On
Day
3 lines
$5
4 lines
$6
8 firms
$7
lime
$6
$1 for each additional

Two
Days
$7
$9
$10
line

Threw,
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Please check ./
- your classification

Na-.

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Flys
Dugs
$13
$14
$15
$16

After the Itfth day, rate Increases by 111 par day.
F irs1 line (25 spaces) in bold or no extra charge
Up to 5 aCkiitional words available in bold fir $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 )ines: $70. 10-14 lines:
15-19 lines- $110.

$90.

Address
cis& Das
Phor.

Send check or

money

order to

Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA., 95192.0149
Classaied desk is ctt.:alett in Dwight genial Hag Hoorn 2(ki
Deadline Two days before publication Al ads are prepaid
No refunds on cancelled ads
II QUESTIONS? CALL (4011) 9244277

III Consecutive publicatons dates only
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Station, filmakers fight over tape of Czar’s dead body

Dancing to relieve stress

GLORIA ACOBASPARTAN DAILY

Dimitri Finnell works out in his aerobics class Wednesday. There will be an aerobicthon today
from 4 to 6 p.m. in the Spartan Complex for students who wish to relieve their stress.

Clinton administration in court
again to defend anti-gay policies

BOSTON (AP) As
Russia prepares to give
Nicholas II and his family
a proper burial, a U.S.
public ’broadcasting station
and two filmmakers are
fighting over legal rights to
rare footage of the last
czar’s bones.
WGBH-TV wants the
footage for "Nova," its
popular weekly science
program. Claiming a
financial disagreement,
the filmmakers refuse to
hand over the tape, which
shows a renowned forensic
anthropologist examining
skeletal remains.
Victoria Lewis and
Frank Simeone, a husband-and-wife San Francisco production team, say
the station owes them
$200,000. WGBH says it
contracted to pay them
$65,000, and asked a fed-

eral judge to oidei the tery and, in the former
filmmakers to turn over Soviet Union, a taboo subthe tape.
ject. U.S. officials maintain
The judge on Wednes- that Russian scientists excaday denied the motion vated the burial site in
and gave lawyers until Dec. 1982, but kept the discov10 to settle out of court.
ery secret for 10 years.
But both sides agree
Lewis said she started
that if the remains are researching the project in
reburied at the end of this 1991, after her Russian
month as scheduled, the teacher showed her a
12 hours of film will videotape that had been
become even more valu- smuggled into the United
able as a historic resource. States from the then-Soviet
On the tape, Dr. Union.
William Maples examines
The tape, made in 1979
nine sets of skeletal by a Russian monk, depictremains at a laboratory in ed the man who discovYekaterinberg, Russia. The ered the czar’s remains,
last czar, his children and she said.
some servants were execut"There were the skulls
ed there in July 1918 on of Nicholas and Alexandra
orders of the country’s on his kitchen table," she
said.
new Bolshevik leaders.
Moved by the man’s
The question of what
happened to their bodies request that the czar and
was a longstanding mys- his family be given a prop-

PHOTO DRIVE-UP

ATLANTA (AP) A harsh
and Finland, the CDC said.
"Their season was unusually
flu strain already has made an
appearance this year in 17 states, early," Ms. Arden said. "In Octothough the season for fevers and ber, they were seeing what we
were seeing in November."
aches has barely begun.
The flu season typically begins
Federal health officials Thursday recommended vaccinations in November. Outbreaks usually
for people at highest risk of don’t occur until December or
death from flu, including the January. The season got off to a
elderly and people with chronic surprise start when Louisiana
d iseases.Th rough late-Novem- reported outbreaks of the Beiber, health officials in three jing flu in August in a nursing
states reported Beijing flu out- home and on a barge.
"It’s hard to say when we
breaks and 14 states reported
might see a peak of activity It
sporadic cases.
"When the predominant remains very hard to predict,"
strain is the Beijing, a lot of the Ms. Arden said. "There are some
population tends to be suscepti- years when we have an early start
ble," said Nancy Arden, chief of to the season, we’ll have an early
influenza epidemiology for the end. But that’s not the case every
U.S. Centers for Disease Control time.
The 14 states with cases were
and Prevention. "Things seem
to be happening a little bit earli- Alaska, California, Colorado,
Connecticut, Hawaii, Louisiana,
er than usual this season."
In Europe, outbreaks of the New Mexico, New York, North
Beijing flu occurred as early as Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, South
October in England, Scotland Dakota, Texas and West Virginia

30 Area Locations

Campus Location Corner of 11th & San Carlos
in front of 7 - 1
28-11 1 1

Color 8 1/2 x 11
Copies
Xerox
Copies

2

8 1/2 x 11

r- 20 wt.

bond

Custom Photo Calendars Unique Bookmarks.
Ornaments, and Placemats Holiday Cards and Invitations
Personalized Stationery Holiday Newsletters

4 99

kinkoss.

the copy center

Open 24 hours a day. 7 days a week.
93 E. San Carlos St. San Jose, CA 95112 2954336

Introducing The Great \nple

,....114v1AVON211
,Ilacintosb LC 475 4,80, Apple Color Plus
14’ DO/ay, Apple Keyboard 11 and mouse

Only $1,237.

AR.

It does more.

I ie,11

Introducing The Great Apple Campus
Deal. Right now, buy any select Macintosh’
or PowerBook" computer, and you’ll also
get seven useful software programs. It’s all
included in one low price. (The software
alone has a combined SRP of $596!) And,
the new Apple Computer Loan offers low
monthly payments that make the deal
even better. Apply by January 28,1994, and
your first payment is deferred for 90 days.
All you have to do is qualify. So, what
are you waiting for? An Apple* computer.
It does more. It costs less. that simple.

The
Apple
Comp
Loan

Only $3,155.

PowerBook 1458 480

TURN YOUR FAVORITE PICTURES INTO
UNIQUE PERSONALIZED GIFTS.
IT’S FAST, EASY, AND AFFORDABLE!

$10 OFF DELUXE CALENDAR
10% OFF ON CUSTOM COLOR GIFTS

Macintosh Quadra* 660Av 87230, with internal
AppleCD" 3(15 CD-ROM drive, Apple AudioVision 14’
Display, Apple Extended Keyboard 11 and mouse

Only $1,303.

Color creates
great gifts.

I Film Developing
& Prints
Any Size Roll 3" or 4" prints
12, 15, 24, or 36 exposures

An easy application pr./keg And you multi inialtNir
IOU monthly paymentv on a Macintosh or Powerllook.

It costs less.
Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information.

It’s that simple.

For all of your computer needs visit
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department 924-1809
Ippir amp14. Int 411
’,Net
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er burial, Lewis said she
decided to make her own
film.
"It was very eerie. Just
like all the mystery that’s
surrounded the czar’s
death. That moment was
very mystical for me,"
Lewis said.
"We never anticipated
getting into this situation
with WGBH," Simeone
said. "We always thought
of them as the pinnacle of
PBS-dom."
WGBH lawyer Eric
Brass said the station
needs the footage immediately to being working on
a "Nova" segment to air in
fall 1994.
In court documents,
the station said "60 Minutes" or "National Geographic" could pre-empt
its program with their own
documentaries.
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